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ABSTRACT

While we have long had principles describing how access control enforcement should be implemented, such as the reference monitor concept, imprecision in access control mechanisms and access control policies leads to risks that may enable exploitation. In practice, least privilege access control policies often allow information flows that may enable exploits. In addition, the implementation of access control mechanisms often tries to balance security with ease of use implicitly (e.g., with respect to determining where to place authorization hooks) and approaches to tighten access control, such as accounting for program context, are ad hoc. In this paper, we define four types of risks in access control enforcement and explore possible approaches and challenges in tracking those types of risks. In principle, we advocate runtime tracking to produce risk estimates for each of these types of risk. To better understand the potential of risk estimation for authorization, we propose risk estimate functions for each of the four types of risk, finding that benign program deployments accumulate risks in each of the four areas for ten Android programs examined. As a result, we find that tracking of relative risk may be useful for guiding changes to security choices, such as authorized unsafe operations or placement of authorization checks, when risk differs from that expected.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Access control restricts the subjects (e.g., users and programs) that may perform operations (e.g., read and write) over objects (e.g., files and records). It has long been recommended that the software that implements access control should separate the access control mechanism from the access control policy. Access control mechanisms should satisfy the requirements specified by the reference monitor concept [6], such as complete mediation, to enforce access control policies correctly. Access control policies should express the access control requirements to be enforced.

In practice, the design and implementation of both access control mechanisms and policies is a manual process, which leads to risks that adversaries may circumvent the access control goals. First, access control policies may allow unsafe operations. While multilevel security (MLS) policies, such as Bell-LaPadula [7] and Biba [8], block risky information flows, MLS policies often result in many trusted subjects (i.e., trusted readers and writers) that are outside the policy [27]. In addition, least privilege policies [43], which favor functionality over blocking risky operations, are more popular today. Also, authorized subjects may be compromised by adversaries, introducing risk even for accesses that would have been safe for the uncompromised subject. Second, errors in implementing access control mechanisms may produce risks. For example, programmers may misplace the access control policy checks, which are often called authorization hooks, in their programs. To reduce the number of authorization hooks needed, programmers may allow subjects to access more objects or perform more operations, possibly including risky operations with authorized operations. For example, one hook may allow two objects to be read, one of which may be used to create an information flow from other subjects. At present, there are no methods to track risks in overly coarse authorization hook placements.

Current research does not track the risk created by manual access control system design and implementation. Risk has generally been explored in two ways: (1) to identify undesirable permissions in access control policies statically and (2) to produce access control models that integrate risk estimates into the authorization decisions. First, researchers have proposed static analysis tools for mandatory access control policies to identify permission assignments that may impact the secrecy and integrity of the system [3, 10, 18, 28]. For example, Jaeger et al. identify permission assignments that violate Biba integrity as unsafe [28]. The point of such work to motivate changes in the policy design, but sometimes unsafe permissions are deemed necessary for functional reasons.
More recent work focuses on how applications may misuse the permissions assigned to them \[20, 21, 30\], such as when a mobile phone app leaks data \[19\]. Second, researchers have proposed access control models that integrate risk into the access control decision process \[9, 11, 13, 31, 37, 42\]. Bijon et al. \[9\] examine which relationships in the RBAC model may be made risk-aware and examine constraint-based and metric-based expressions of risk. Chen and Crampton \[11\] propose to leverage an estimate of the risk that a subject is not trustworthy or a permission assignment is not appropriate in authorizing an operation. However, estimating risk values or defining risks constraints on such concepts involves a significant amount of subjectivity regarding trustworthiness and appropriateness.

In this paper, we explore the problem of tracking the accumulation of risk in access control enforcement. Toward this goal, we are motivated by three types of efforts. First, researchers have demonstrated methods to compute trusted and untrusted resources for each subject \[49\]. By identifying trusted resources for each subject, we can identify operations that risk integrity for each subject. We will have to develop analogous principles for identifying resources that are secret to a subject. Second, researchers have demonstrated the value of auditing to enforce retrospective policies \[50\]. Access control cannot produce false positives, which implies that some risky operations may be allowed, but auditing may be leveraged to enforce such operations retrospectively to reduce risk. We explore auditing the risk of authorized, unsafe operations. Third, researchers have shown that risk may accumulate systematically for unsafe operations, as for differential privacy \[16\]. For each query to a differentially private database, an estimate on the privacy loss incurred by that query operation increments a risk that an adversary may infer the presence of a particular record in the database. In this work, we explore ways to estimate accumulated risk in the context of access control decisions. However, relating accumulated risk to security properties remains future work, as we explore different types of risks that may accumulate due to access control.

Based on these insights, we identify four different types of risks taken in access control: (1) risk due to authorizing unsafe operations; (2) risk due to abuse of authorized permissions; (3) risk due to lack of program context; and (4) risk due to the granularity of authorization hooks. We explore how to identify such risks, ways we may associate risk estimate values with such risks, and issues in computing such risk estimates in practice. We would then envision that access control mechanisms would record risk estimates as they accumulate using auditing both within the programs (to collect inputs for computing risk) and within the access control mechanism (to collect risks regarding enforcement) to enable risk computation. Ideally, accumulated risk may either lead to a denial or at least some change in access control enforcement, such as changes in policies or authorization hook placements, along the lines of preventing violations in differential privacy. Formalizing properties related to risk in access control enforcement in a manner analogous to differential privacy remains future work.

We evaluate our proposed approach to risk estimation in Android systems. First, we use the Android Compatibility Test Suite (CTS) to study risks due to unsafe operations and permission abuse in an Android 6.0.1 system protected by its SEAndroid policy. We find that high integrity Android system processes take only a modest number of risky operations to access data modified by untrusted apps, but each high integrity process accesses some risky objects. Also, we found that no program uses more than 12% of its permissions in CTS operation, indicating that detecting permission abuse may be practical. Second, we computed the risk estimates for ten Android system processes on the same Android system based on events generated by the Android UI/Application Exerciser Monkey. We found that all these processes accumulate a modest amount of risk along each risk dimension (less that 0.1 for our equations), indicating that risk estimates may be useful for comparing relative risks.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We identify four risk areas in access control enforcement related to weaknesses in access control policies and weaknesses in how access control is enforced.
- We outline an approach for computing risk estimates and logging such estimates as security-sensitive operations occur that aims for monotonicity of risk over time for each subject and proportionality with respect to impact.
- We evaluate the four risk areas on programs in Android systems, finding that programs generally run with a small, but tangible, risk, which may be used to compare relative risks of programs.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the four types of risk we identify in access control enforcement. Section 3 specifies the security model we assume when assessing risk. Section 4 outlines our objectives for tracking risk. Section 5 examines runtime risk estimation, proposing techniques for risk estimation and identify challenges in gathering information necessary for risk estimation. Section 6 examines risk estimation in Android systems. Section 7 discusses some issues found in risk estimation. Section 8 concludes the paper.

## 2 RISKS IN ACCESS CONTROL

The fundamental problem is that choices in both access control enforcement mechanisms and access control policies introduce risk, and that at present we neither track nor react to such risk. As a result, adversaries may be allowed to perform operations that exploit such risks with impunity. Thus, if an adversary can find an exploit for the risks taken in a system deployment, then they may be able to abuse such an exploit persistently, as a so-called Advanced Persistent Threat (APT), possibly across many hosts.

We examine four classes of risks in this paper: (1) risk due to the authorization of unsafe operations; (2) risk due to the possible compromise of subjects; (3) risk due to enforcement context; and (4) risk due to the granularity of mediation. While these classes of risk are not entirely independent (e.g., allowing unsafe operations may be a result of the reference monitor design), we examine each class separately in this paper.

### 2.1 Access Control Enforcement

Before delving into the risks, we review the relevant principles of access control enforcement. Traditionally, access control restricts which subjects (e.g., users and processes) can perform which operations (e.g., read and write) on which objects (e.g., files and database
2.2 Risks of Authorizing Unsafe Operations

While an aim of computer security has long been to prevent the execution of unsafe operations by restricting information flows [15] for secrecy [7] and integrity [8] as shown in Figure 1. However, in practice, systems deployments take risks with respect to information flows. When information flow policies are employed, risks are taken in the ad hoc design of declassifiers and endorsers [36] or choice of trusted readers and writers. Most commercial systems employ least privilege [43], where the permissions available to each subject are determined by the functionality required of the subject. Researchers have shown that even mandatory access control policies based on least privilege produce integrity risks [28], even for highly privileged processes [10]. We will refer to a permission that violates an information flow constraint as a unsafe permission.

Unfortunately, static analysis of access control policies to highlight possible risks has not had a tangible impact on the design of access control policies. We have found that the stock Android policy for the Android 6.0.1 (kernel 3.4.0) version system allows all the high integrity subjects (i.e., those started directly or indirectly by Android kernel subjects) to read, and in some cases even execute, objects that can be modified by low integrity subjects, according to the default SE Android policy. For 57 high integrity subjects identified, they can read or execute 57 object labels that may be written by low integrity subjects in this policy and have over 22,000 permissions that are not available to low integrity subjects. Thus, to prevent unauthorized access by low integrity subjects, we must ensure that high integrity subjects are not compromised when utilizing an object assigned one of these 57 labels controlled by low integrity subjects. However, no systematic approach is taken either to protect the high integrity subjects that use such objects or track the risk created by their use.

In addition, vendors extend the stock Android policy for their own devices. In one vendor’s system¹, the number of low integrity object labels accessible to high integrity subjects increases to 240 from 57, and over 100,000 permissions are available to high integrity subjects only. Thus, simply shaming policy designers regarding violations of information flow appears to be an insufficient approach.

More recently, researchers have developed risk models based on a variety of properties of applications, such as application ratings [12, 14] and descriptions [38], in addition to static permission assignments [18, 30, 39]. Such techniques tend to focus on differences between individual applications and average applications, sometimes limited to a specific class of applications. While some malicious applications may be identified as outliers, applications’ normal least privilege policies often include permissions that enable a variety of attacks, as described above. Thus, closer tracking of applications’ use of their permissions is necessary to detect malice. However, fine-grained tracking, such as dynamic taint tracking [19], incurs an overhead that prevents wide deployment.

2.3 Risks of Permission Abuse

Another problem is that processes may be compromised, and adversaries may utilize the compromised process’s permissions freely. In addition, insiders may misuse their authorized permissions to leak information or embed malice in a system. Researchers identified

¹We anonymize the vendor system.
this problem in defining role-based access control (RBAC) models that reason about risk [9, 11]. For example, Chen and Crampton integrate risk thresholds into access control decisions, enabling administrators to utilize knowledge of the trustworthiness of users, competence of users in roles, and the appropriateness of a permission for a role. However, a challenge is to quantify risk for these cases objectively.

An interesting analogue for this problem is the problem of differential privacy. Differential privacy is a method for limiting the risk associated with allowing authorized subjects access to sensitive data [16]. In this case, the sensitive data is a database of individuals’ anonymized records, and the intuitive goal is to make the database indistinguishable from another database missing any one individual’s records. Functionally, systems that enforce differential privacy [25, 33, 41] limit the queries that may be executed to a total privacy budget. Interestingly, researchers have proven the "cost" of a set of queries in terms of information leaked is bounded by the sum of the costs for each query.

While preventing information leakage is a common goal for both differentially private databases and access control enforcement, our ability to measure when the requests to an access control system have exceed a bound has not yet been formalized. However, methods have been proposed to estimate data leakage. McCannant and Ernst [32] define a method for estimating the amount of information leakage in a program statically, although one must identify which leakages are important.

2.4 Risks in Authorization Context

One challenge in access control enforcement is to restrict subjects to appropriate permissions for the individual requests they make. Typically, access control treats each subject uniformly for all requests. For example, the operating system grants each subject the same set of permissions for any request made.

Such a “black box” approach can lead to two kinds of problems. First, an adversary may try to attack the system using their available permissions, and we may want to limit the adversary to a subset of their permissions based on some contextual knowledge related to the request. For example, ContexIoT [29] aims to limit the permissions available to processes on IoT devices based on the control flow and data flow that led to the request being submitted. In this case, the authors instrument untrusted programs to gather control and data flows that are used in access control enforcement. Second, victims may be protected from compromise if access control enforcement limits the permissions they may use when processing their requests. For example, Jigsaw [47] limits the permissions available to a process when it opens a file to prevent confused deputy attacks [26, 40]. If a victim uses input from an adversary to build a file name, the victim is restricted to only access objects available to untrusted parties. Again, knowledge of data flows (e.g., to constructing file names) are used to restrict access.

We find that risk occurs because subjects may have too many permissions available for a particular context. Risk of authorization context occurs because we do not know enough about the program context to reduce the subject’s permissions. For example, without program context, we cannot identify the two cases above, where subjects may maliciously or accidentally misuse their permissions.

2.5 Risks in Mediation Granularity

Finally, the assumption that the authorization system mediates all the security-sensitive operations correctly may be flawed, leading to additional risks. A major concern is that an authorization system does not satisfy the complete mediation property of the reference monitor concept [6]. When one considers failures in complete mediation, one normally thinks of a security-sensitive operation that may not be mediated by any authorization hook in some execution trace. Such errors have occurred in the deployment of authorization systems [17, 46], but some operations may not require mediation and even mediated operations may be incorrect.

In particular, we find that risks occur because programmers may understand whether operations may allow unauthorized access. Even when an operation is mediated by an authorization hook, this problem may occur for two reasons. First, programmers aim to minimize the number of authorization hooks (e.g., for performance or to keep the policy simpler), so they may only mediate the first security-sensitive operation and assume subsequent operations are protected. Figure 2 shows an example. Suppose that an authorization hook checks whether subjects can read an object A. However, subsequent statements may write to that object or may operate on different objects, such as object B extracted from a field of object A. In general, no subsequent authorization hook is necessary as long as all the subjects authorized for the mediated operation (e.g., read of the object in the example) are also authorized to perform all security-sensitive operations that may directly dominated by that hook [35]. In the example, should some of the authorized subjects for reading object A not be allowed to write object A or not be allowed to access all the objects that may be assigned to object B, then other authorization hooks would be necessary to block those unauthorized accesses while allowing the read operation.

Second, mediation may only be intended to allow limited access to an object. Consider a database where some fields contain secret data. We may authorize a subject to access a record, and even allow updates to a secret field based on such accesses. However, we would want to prevent the values in that secret field from being released publicly (e.g., sent over the network) [4]. Typically, programmers add authorization hooks and sanitizers independently, meaning that there may be a risk of a missing sanitizer even after authorization. In
addition, for integrity, Amir-Mohammadian and Skalka [5] prevent victims from using adversary-controlled data without sanitization to augment access control.

### 3 SECURITY MODEL

In this work, we assume that programmers and system administrators are benign. They may make mistakes in the configuration of access control policies (administrators) or in the enforcement of access control policies (programmers), but they are not active adversaries in the system. We further assume that the systems upon which programs enforcing access control run are able to prevent compromise.

On the other hand, all the processes that make access control requests may be compromised. Some processes may aim to escalate their current privileges by trying to compromise another process with greater access. Others may simply want to exploit permissions already assigned to them (e.g., insiders).

### 4 RISK MODEL OBJECTIVES

In this paper, we explore the requirement for a system that reasons about the risk incurred during access control enforcement, which covers the four sources of risk described in the problem section: (1) risk due to authorizing unsafe operations; (2) risk due to abuse of authorized permissions; (3) risk due to lack of context; and (4) risk due to the granularity of authorization hooks. To do so, we have to overcome several challenges. First, we aim to capture real risks. Static analysis shows possible risks, but does not tell us whether risks actually appear. Second, we aim for risk to be monotonic [39]. That is, we aim to identify risks in access control enforcement that add attack options for adversaries, such that the risk value computed must be greater if the risk was taken than if it was not taken. Third, we envision that risky behaviors must be proportional to its impact. For example, an action that does not enable any privilege escalation must create a lower risk than an action that does enable privilege escalation. Ideally, we could compute a risk cost for each operation and determine whether that cost is within a risk budget, analogous to differential privacy [16]. Unfortunately, we presently lack the formal foundations of differential privacy in evaluating access control, but perhaps studying how risk may accumulate may lead to insights in the future.

To capture real risks, we propose to compute risk by tracking the dynamic behaviors in program executions. To capture unsafe operations and abuse of authorized permissions, we propose to collect risks associated with these operations as they are authorized. To capture risks from security-sensitive operations that are not explicitly authorized, we collect risks associated with those operations when they are run.

To capture risks monotonically, we propose to separating the accumulation of threats from the risks actually taken by targets. As shown in Figure 1, there is both a threatening operation (e.g., writing to an object used by a high integrity party) and a risky operation (e.g., reading the object by the high integrity party). A threatening operation creates a potential for risk by propagating threats from untrusted subjects to objects. The potential risk created by threatening operations accumulates in objects, which we call object risk. A risky operation occurs when a target subject accesses (reads or executes) an object that has been threatened, transferring the risk from the object to the target subjects. That is, a threat is not truly a risk until at least one target subject performs a risky operation on a threatened object. Thus, if an object is threatened, but the risk never is taken (e.g., the object is deleted before being accessed), then the threats are not turned into risk for any subject. However, if a risk is taken by a subject, that risk is maintained with the subject even if the threatened object is removed later (e.g., to hide the attack).

To capture risks proportionally, we propose to estimate the value of the risk based on how the risk may impact the victim. For example, we explore estimating risk based on three factors: (1) the scope of the threat created by adversaries; (2) how unique the risk is; and (3) how much an adversary may gain from the risk. First, an adversary may create a larger risk by controlling more data used by the victim. Also, for each threat, we increase the potential for risk based on the uniqueness of the unsafe operation. For example, if very few low integrity subjects can write to a particular object, then we envision that the potential for risk of this subject writing to the object is greater than if many subjects may have the same permission. Third, we assume that a threat that may enable an adversary to gain access to more new privileges should be a higher risk than one that only grants fewer new privileges.

Finally, to compute risk, we propose to collect risk estimate information at runtime. We find that access control enforcement allows many risks to be taken, but if such risks are expected (e.g., receiving a network packet) and infrequent then the risk estimate for the subject should be low. However, modifying programs in an ad hoc manner is complex and error-prone. We envision that program code to collect information for risk estimates at runtime should be generated from declarative specifications, as proposed for auditing code [4]. One concern is the overhead incurred by runtime logging, so we suggest exploring optimizations to compute information statically, such as proposed for ContextIoT [29].

### 5 RUNTIME RISK ESTIMATION

#### 5.1 Computing Risk Estimates

The idea of computing risk is to record for each threatening operation how much risk is created by the threat. The risk created by threatening operations is accumulated at the object for each threatening operation. Then, when a target subject performs a risky operation, the risk transfers from the object to the subject that invoked the risky operation. A subject’s risk then is an accumulation of the risks collected from the threatened objects that that subject accesses.

In theory, if an object utilized (i.e., read or executed when considering integrity) by a subject is fully controlled by an adversary, then the risk faced by that subject is complete for that object. However, a complete risk may or may not provide an advantage to an adversary, depending on what an adversary gains from the risk. For integrity violations, we consider the privilege escalation that an adversary may gain from the permissions available to the subject, such as by compromising the subject completely or exploiting its permissions as a confused deputy [26, 40].

Thus, we envision a risk estimation method where a complete risk incurs a risk estimate of 1 and no risk incurs a risk estimate of
0. Given information flow as a motivation, a risk estimate of 0 for a subject would occur if the subject only reads objects that have never had a threatening operation. On the other extreme, a subject that only performs risky operations on objects whose data is fully threatened would incur a risk value of \( k \), where \( k \) is the number of objects read and each object has a risk value of 1. To estimate risk between these two extremes, we propose equations that relate the adversary control of an object to the risk of accessing it. The equations presented are strawmen, so the focus should be on the elements that constitute risks.

To capture the proportionality of risk, we modulate the risk estimates by the uniqueness of the threatening operation and the advantage to be gained by the adversary through that operation. First, if a risk can rarely be created, i.e., very few subjects could perform the threatening operation, then we propose that the risk estimate should be increased. Second, if a risk may have a big payout, i.e., enables an untrusted subject to gain access to many or critical privileged permissions, we also propose to increase the risk estimate based on the fraction of privileged permissions that are available to the target subject performing a risky operation. In this paper, we say that privileged permissions are permissions not available to any low integrity subject.

Example: Risk Flows between Subjects and Objects. We now demonstrate the proposed approach for risk estimation with a simple example based on Figure 1. Suppose that (low integrity) Subject A contributes 10 bytes to Object X, which consists of 100 bytes altogether. If the remaining 90 bytes are from writes from high integrity subjects, then one could say that Object X’s risk estimate is 0.1 (10 bytes out of 100 bytes). When (high integrity) Subject Y reads from Object X, the risk estimate of Subject Y is updated based on the risk estimate of Object X. Suppose that Subject Y only reads or executes Object X, then the risk estimate of Subject Y will be the value of Object X at the time of read (risky) operation, which could be 0.1. We will examine the specific approaches proposed for computing risk estimates for objects and subjects in the remainder of this section.

5.2 Risk Estimation for Unsafe Operations

Unsafe operations are authorized by the existing authorization hooks, so we can update risk estimates when such unsafe operations are authorized. The main challenge is to determine whether an operation is unsafe, and hence either a threatening or risky operation. To do this, the system must have identified the low integrity (high secrecy) and high integrity (low secrecy) subjects in the access control policy. For example, researchers have used knowledge of how system’s boot [28] or which subjects may attack the kernel [49] to estimate low and high integrity subjects. Identifying high secrecy subjects is more difficult because a wider variety of subjects and objects contain secret information. We assume that some choice of trusted and untrusted subjects has been made a priori and utilize this knowledge to identify unsafe operations.

However, a second challenge occurs if other threatening operations change the risk estimate of an object while it is in use. Suppose that a high integrity subject and a low integrity subject have a file open concurrently. Thus, if the low integrity subject continues to write the object after the first time the object is read by the high integrity subject, we may compute the risk estimate incorrectly if we only update risk when the open operation occurs. Although authorization may occur at the open operation, we need to be able to update the risk estimate each time an object is used (e.g., read operations).

To compute a risk estimate for unsafe operations, we propose that the risk estimate account for: (1) the scope of the threat; (2) the uniqueness of the threat; and (3) the gain for the adversary in terms of the privilege escalation possible via compromise. For a threatening operation, the scope of the threat may be reflected by the amount of threatening data contained in the object,

\[
scope(obj) = \frac{x(obj)}{d(obj)}
\]

where: \( x(obj) \) is the amount of threatening data (i.e., data written by threatening operations) written to the object and \( d(obj) \) is the total amount of data for the object. Presumably, the more adversary-controlled data that a program must process, the greater the risk, although the risk may not be linear as reflected here.

However, the threatening operation may be common, which should reduce the threat of any individual operation, as the more common a threat, the more likely it is to be addressed. Thus, we may want to adjust the risk caused by an unsafe operation in an inverse relationship to the number of subjects who may perform it.

\[
\text{uniqueness}(obj) = f(\text{potentialThreat}(obj))
\]

where \( f \) is a function and \( \text{potentialThreat}(obj) \) is the fraction of threatening subjects that are authorized to write to the object. This term aims to adjust the risk estimate based on the uniqueness of the adversary’s ability to create the threat from \( f(\text{potentialThreat}(obj)) = 0 \) (if common) and approximately \( f(\text{potentialThreat}(obj)) = 1 \) (if rare). \( f \) could be linear (i.e., \( 1 - \text{potentialThreat}(obj) \)), but alternatives may reflect that risks emerge mainly from rare permissions (higher order) or that risk only reduces if a permission is very common. We will explore these alternatives.

Thus, for each object its associated risk is estimated by,

\[
risk_{un}(obj) = \text{scope}(obj) \times \text{uniqueness}(obj)
\]

For a subject, we want to produce a risk estimate that reflects the impact of the risky unsafe operations that the subject has performed. For example, a subject’s risk estimate may depend on the combination of the risk estimates for the objects that the subject has accessed,

\[
risk_{un}(subj) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \max(risk_{un}(obj_i))
\]

where \( n \) is the number of objects accessed by the subject. The maximum value is used here for each object to account for the fact that the risk associated with an object may change at each access of the object by the subject. Thus, by using the max we account for the access with the higher risk. An alternative would be to have \( n \) be the number of operations, where risk would be summed using
the current object risk value. However, that approach may enable an adversary to hide risk, if an object is accessed many times in a safe form.

Finally, the risk to a subject should also factor in the benefit of exploiting the permissions available to the subject. Thus, we suggest multiplying the risk estimate resulting from risky operations by the privilege escalation possible via compromise potentialGain(subj),

\[
\text{risk}_{\text{un}}(\text{subj}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \max(\text{risk}_{\text{un}}(\text{obj}_i)) \times \text{potentialGain}(\text{subj})
\]

where potentialGain(subj) is the fraction of privileged permissions accessible to the subject. The fraction of the privileged permissions available to a subject indicates the amount of privilege escalation that may be achieved by an adversary, which justifies an adversary trying to exploit the subject. Privileged permissions may include high secrecy and high integrity permissions for resources that must be protected in the system.

These risk equations leave open the question of which bytes in a file currently may have originated from a threatening operation or a safe operation. The problem is that both threatening and safe data may be overwritten, so all the prior threatening (or safe) data may have been removed or at least reduced. Tracking file taint per byte may be expensive, but simply tracking the amount of data written can be straightforward since we can simply log these operations. We will conservatively assume that all the threatening data written remains in the file, and explore this problem further in future work.

5.3 Risk Estimation for Permission Abuse

In this section, the challenge is to map the threatening and risky operations to operations performed by a subject with their own permissions. In this case, the threat is due to sensitive data defined by or protected by a high integrity subject that may be tampered with or leaked should that subject be compromised or be a malicious insider. Thus, we must identify threatening and risky operations, and determine how to compute risk estimates for each.

In this case, we view threats as being the operations that cause data to be sensitive. If some subject adds sensitive data to an object that can be accessed by a target subject, then we want to measure how much of this sensitive data each target subject may put at risk by accessing those objects. However, programmers do not explicitly identify sensitive information, so we need a way to detect operations that cause an object to become sensitive. A simplistic approach is to assume that all the data of each object available to a subject is sensitive. We can mitigate the impact of the threat by determining if adding data to the resource is a common operation. If so, it is likely the data is less sensitive.

As a result, the risk estimate for objects related to permission abuse is calculated as follows,

\[
\text{risk}_{\text{ab}}(\text{obj}) = \text{scope}(\text{obj}) \times \text{actualThreat}(\text{obj})
\]

where: (1) scope(obj) is again the fraction of sensitive data written in the object (which may be assumed to be 1 in some cases) and (2) actualThreat(obj) estimates the sensitivity of the object based on the fraction of subjects that wrote (read) the object for integrity (for secrecy). We plan to track the amount of data produced by threatening operations x as described above, but the challenge is to estimate which operations produce sensitive information. To do this we propose to leverage the commonality of access to the data, where a higher commonality reduces the risk of permission abuse. For integrity, the higher the fraction of subjects that can write to the object, then the lower the sensitivity of the object.

Finally, the party performing authorization contexts may fall victim to attacks that trick them into using their privileged permissions on behalf of adversaries, in the so-called confused deputy attacks [26, 40]. Finally, the party performing authorization (e.g., operating system or server program) typically does not track the execution context of a program requesting permissions. Thus, traditional access control does not identify such abuses.

In general, risks of malicious programs or confused deputy attacks because access control enforcement does not consider program context occur because the program may access different objects through the same system call invocation. Researchers have found that while programs may access lots of different objects, several system calls only access a small number of objects and only access objects with similar properties. Vijayakumar [48] found that 67% of the statements that invoked system calls to retrieve an object (e.g., calls to the libc function open) retrieve only one object in the programs in a LAMP stack (i.e., Apache, MySQL, and PHP). 78% of the statements retrieved objects of only one SELinux label. Thus, risk estimate due to the objects retrieved \(\text{risk}_{\text{ab}}(\text{subj})\) should be based on the variance in security properties of objects retrieved,
where \( m \) is the number of system call statements and \( \text{classes} \) is the fraction of classes of objects associated with a particular statement that retrieves objects for that subject \((\text{stmt}_k)\). Classes of objects can be based on the object name (one or more), label (one or more), secrecy and integrity classification. In general, the worst case occurs when a subject has a single statement that may retrieve a variety of objects that differ in their security classifications (e.g., high and low integrity as well as high and low secrecy). In such a case, the program has to determine how to enforce a variety of security requirements itself, creating more risk.

Another aspect of risk is the way that the program gathers the information that leads to system calls that retrieve or access system objects. Researchers have explored methods that collect control flows and data flows, as well as detect particular operations, such as filtering, to judge whether to allow a program to perform a particular system call \([29, 47]\). For example, the complexity of the control and data flows that lead to a particular system call statement in terms of the size of these flows may be indicative of risk,

\[
\text{risk}_{\text{flow}}(\text{subj}) = \sum_{k=1}^{m} \text{flow}(\text{subj}, \text{stmt}_k) \times \text{actualGain}(\text{subj})
\]

where \( \text{flow} \) computes a risk estimate based on the complexity of the control and data flows that produced the inputs to the statement. The complexity should be normalized (between 0 and 1) to be consistent with other risk values. Computing risk estimates from flows will require the application of static analysis tools to collect such information at runtime. Thus, we will defer calculation of such risk to future work.

### 5.5 Risk Estimation for Mediation Granularity

Recall that risks due to mediation granularity are caused because a programmer chooses not to directly mediate some security-sensitive operations. We find that computing risk estimates related to mediation granularity is essentially the same as computing the risk estimate for unsafe operations, as described above. The difference is that the administrators do not specify policy for unmediated operations, so the main challenges are to identify which unmediated security-sensitive operations are unsafe and how many untrusted subjects can perform threatening operations. In addition, identifying security-sensitive operations is itself an imprecise process that induces risk.

An operation is unsafe if it causes an illegal information flow as shown in Figure 1. Threatening operations occur when untrusted subjects actually access objects that may be accessible to trusted subjects. Although we lack a policy to determine whether a trusted subject may be able to access an unmediated object explicitly, we can record risk estimates for all unmediated objects accessed by untrusted subjects. We envision that programs would record risk estimates for objects accessed in unsafe, unmediated security-sensitive operations in the same way as described in Section 5.2.

Risk operations transfer the objects risk estimate to the subject that has taken the risk, as for unsafe operations. One question is how to estimate the impact of privilege escalation given that we are tracking objects for which there is no explicit authorization policy. One simple approach would be to simply use the privilege escalation possible in the specified access control policy alone, although this misses the possible escalation in unmediated security-sensitive operations. Researchers need to develop methods to extrapolate policies for unmediated operations to estimate where escalation is possible.

Finally, as mentioned in Section 2.1, identifying security-sensitive operations itself induces risk. First, both data-flow and control-flow methods require programmers to manually identify untrusted and secret inputs, which itself is error-prone \([34, 45]\). Second, the computation of security-sensitive operations using control flow involves heuristics and the resolution of information-flow violations using data flow involves possible imperfect sanitizers. Again, we must log information necessary to compute risk estimates and determine how such inaccuracies may impact risk estimation.

We propose to estimate the risk for mediation granularity as follows,

\[
\text{risk}_{\text{me}}(\text{subj}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \max(\text{risk}_{\text{un}}(\text{obji})) \times \text{SSO}_{\text{unmed}}(\text{subj})
\]

where \( \text{SSO}_{\text{unmed}}(\text{subj}) \) is the fraction of unmediated security-sensitive operations (SSOs). We identify three types of unmediated SSOs: (1) “open” SSOs that are not control-flow dominated by any authorization hook on any control-flow path leading to those SSOs; (2) “partial” SSOs that are control-flow dominated by an authorization hook on some, but not all, control-flow paths leading to those SSOs; and (3) “dominated” SSOs that are control-flow dominated along all control-flow paths leading to those SSOs. We consider the dominated SSOs to be the least risky, although because these operations are not directly associated with an authorization hook they may still incur risk. Interestingly, we consider “open” SSOs to be less risky than “partial” SSOs, because an open SSO may legitimately be accessible to all subjects or not actually access security-sensitive resources. On the other hand, a “partial” SSO is expected to be mediated along some paths. Thus, we propose to compute \( \text{SSO}_{\text{unmed}}(\text{subj}) \) as a combination of the three types of unmediated operations, where their fractions are augmented by multiplicative factors \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \), for dominated, open, and partial, respectively. In addition, we require that \( \alpha < \beta < \gamma \) to account for their relative levels of risk.

### 6 EXPERIENCES WITH RISK

In this section, we examine experimental results in computing risk estimates for access control enforcement. Primarily, we evaluate use of the risk estimate equations proposed in Section 5 on Android systems. The main question that we aim to answer is whether the inputs to risk estimation described above may actually be computed in practice and what the inputs currently look like for benign system operation.
6.1 Experiences with Unsafe Operations

Regarding tracking unsafe operations, we examined a stock Android policy for the Android 6.0.1 (kernel 3.4.0) version. To determine how many unsafe operations are performed, we utilize the Android Compatibility Test Suite (CTS) [2]. CTS is designed to reveal functional incompatibilities between applications and the Android system. CTS runs unit tests to test for incompatibilities. Using CTS, we ran 127,058 tests over 20 hours and 44 minutes. The access control policy is enforced by SEAndroid.

What we see in Android is that for 1,264,978 operations there are 926,491 operations that are threatening operations, but only 445 operations that are risky operations. While this may appear surprising, CTS creates a factor of 10 more write-like operations than read-like operations. That is, while the untrusted subjects may perform a wide variety of operations that may threaten privileged, high-integrity subjects, the high-integrity subjects only use risk operations for a very small fraction of their authorized operations. Thus, most of the risk estimate computation effort would apply to threatening operations. Future risk estimation methods should focus on low-overhead for threatening operations and put more effort for assessing risky operations.

Furthermore, we examined a macrobenchmark of 15 system apps shipped with the stock Android operating system for the Android 6.0.1 (kernel 3.4.0) version. We used the Android UI/Application Exerciser Monkey [1] to target sensitive operations and automatically generate sequences of input events.

From the data collected via the UI/Application Exerciser we calculated the risk taken by 10 Android processes selected among those implementing core features of the operating system. The selected processes are listed in column 1 of Table 1, whereas the corresponding calculated risk for unsafe operations ($risk_{uns}$) is listed in column 5 of Table 1.

To calculate such values of risk we adopted equation (5). In particular, we started by measuring the scope of all untrusted object accessed by each process as per equation (1), and the fraction of subjects that are authorized to write to such object. For example,
Table 1: Risk measurements for the ten core Android processes. We report the untrusted objects and the unmediated security sensitive operations (SSOs) as fractions of the total number of objects and total number of SSOs respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Untrusted Objects</th>
<th>Call Sites</th>
<th>Unmediated SSOs</th>
<th>(risk_{un})</th>
<th>(risk_{ab})</th>
<th>(risk_{re})</th>
<th>(risk_{me})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mediaserver</td>
<td>6/115</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17/334</td>
<td>0.0246</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>0.0626</td>
<td>0.0417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>init</td>
<td>2/96</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5/145</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
<td>0.0299</td>
<td>0.0259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main</td>
<td>8/1,122</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18/2,511</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activitymanager</td>
<td>9/7,650</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45/27,552</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>servicemanager</td>
<td>1/568</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2/1,018</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surfaceflinger</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4/55</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keystore</td>
<td>1/24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8/129</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>netd</td>
<td>8/48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7/130</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0667</td>
<td>0.0473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rild</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>0.0297</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sdcard</td>
<td>1/104</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4/409</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Permissions usage information for a run of the Android Compatibility Test Suite for the top ten subjects (by number of permissions).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Used Permissions</th>
<th>Total Permissions</th>
<th>Fract. of Used Permissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>su</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>1,983</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dumpstate</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1,237</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system_server</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system_app</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radio</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nfc</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bluetooth</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mediaserver</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shell</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,272</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surfaceflinger</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Evolution in authorization hook counts for X Windows. Manually placed hooks are compared to “Automated Hooks” generated using a proposed method [34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XServer versions</th>
<th>Automated Hooks</th>
<th>Manual Hooks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of sensitive data in each object \(\text{scope(obj)}\) again calculated as the amount of data written by low-integrity subjects to the object. We then measured the sensitivity of the object \(\text{sensitivity(obj)}\) as fraction of subjects that can write the object. By following equation (6) we obtained the risk estimate for each object related to permission abuse. We then used this estimate to calculate the corresponding risk for each of the subjects accessing the object by following equation (7).

### 6.3 Experiences with Authorization Context

The data collected via the UI/Application Exerciser also allowed us to calculate the risk taken by the 10 Android processes when considering their authorization context while retrieving objects. The measurements are listed in column 7 of Table 1. To calculate such values of risk we adopted equation (8). In particular, we identified all the call sites (or system call statements) used by each of the 10 processes when accessing untrusted objects. We enumerated them in column 3 of Table 1. We then calculated \(\text{classes(subj,stmt)_k}\) as 1 plus the fraction of trusted object labels times the fraction of untrusted object labels (over the total objects labels specified in the policy) seen at call site \(k\) when retrieving untrusted objects. This is in line with the intuition that the risk increases if the subject access a higher number of untrusted objects, and increases even further if the subject also accesses a set of trusted objects.

Also, our findings are in line with previous research reporting that the number of operations requested per application in a particular context on average is only 3.5 with no more than 30 contexts being seen. Again, this runtime analysis may be prone to false positives. However, one can see that while restricting permissions available in individual contexts may lead to program failures (due to blocking necessary permissions), risk may be limited to only a small number operations because only a few program contexts require risk and only a small fraction of the program contexts are complex and/or variable.

### 6.4 Experiences with Mediation Granularity

As shown in Table 3, developers often have difficulty determining the correct placement of authorization hooks for their programs. As can be seen, the actual number of authorization hooks in X Windows varied slightly with each version, excepting between versions 1.11 and 1.12 where a significant change was made to the program. Also, we compare the number of hooks placed manually to the
number of security-sensitive operations computed using a control-flow method [35]. As one can see, there is not a clear correlation between changes in the number of hooks placed manually and changes in the number of security-sensitive operations identified automatically.

Additionally, we calculated the risk taken by the ten core Android processes when considering their mediation granularity in security sensitive operations, shown as the risk_sme column in Table 1. We define the security-sensitive operations in this study as those operations that operate on data types considered security sensitive, such as files, sockets, and databases. Using data types to identify security-sensitive operations has been a common approach [24].

In our study, such operations are said to be “unmediated” if they were not preceded by a permission check (either SELinux or Android permission check) in the most enclosing control block. We then classify the unmediated operations using a static control-flow analysis to detect whether the operation is mediated along all control-flow paths (dominated), no control-flow paths (open), and some control-flow paths (partial). We set the risk factor of each type, \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), and \( \gamma \) to the values 1, 2, and 3, respectively, for application of equation (10).

7 DISCUSSION

We note that the risks computed in this evaluation are examples of “baseline” risks, not risks under attack conditions. Programs are run in a benign manner, so the risk values computed are modest in many cases. None of the programs evaluated in Table 1 incur a risk estimate of over 0.1 for any of the four categories.

An aim of using risk estimates would be to use accumulated risk to motivate changes in security posture, analogous to using accumulated privacy cost to block queries in differential privacy. However, at present, we lack a definition of security risk that precisely describes a security property as meaningful as differential privacy. We advocate comparing accumulated risk of one system or program to that system or program under conditions that comply with safe, expected use to identify when risk estimates differ by more than an expected amount as a basis for adjusting security decision-making. By identifying dimensions upon which risk may be tracked and proposing strawman risk estimates that accumulate, we hope to further investigate how risk estimates may relate to security properties in the future.

Finally, the focus of this research should primarily be on the types of risk related to authorization, one type of security mechanism. We propose simple equations for each type of risk, but much more work will be necessary to devise equations that capture expected security properties.

8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present a study of risk in access control enforcement. While we have long had principles describing how access control enforcement should be implemented, imprecision in access control mechanisms and access control policies leads to risks that may enable exploitation. We identify four types of risk in access control enforcement, two that relate to access control policies and two that relate to access control mechanisms. We propose an approach for estimating risk as subjects perform operations. At a high level, the approach aims to leverage tracking of information directed at risk estimation and the development of risk estimation approaches that are monotonic and account for the impact of risks proportionally. We examine challenges in implementation such risk estimation for the four types of risks. Our evaluation shows that in normal use programs due not take excessive risks for the programs we investigated directly under benign use conditions. Thus, it may be possible to use such risk estimation to gauge when defenses should be added (e.g., more authorization hooks) and/or operations should be blocked or audited more carefully (e.g., tighter access control policies) when seeing an excessive or increased accumulation of risk. We propose using the scope, uniqueness, and gain possible via risk as principles underlying risk estimation, although a formal definition of a risk property for access control remains future work.
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